Hard Disk Drive Duplication Service
With more and more people going beyond disc or optical media with their file
sizes now. Hard drives and USB Keys are the natural progression for supplying
large amounts of data to your customers. Online delivery is great and will catch up
one day but if you have a 500Gb audio/video catalogue that needs to be linked
directly to a editing suite then USB hard drives are the best solution.
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Cost - Hard drives are low cost these days and can be re-used many times
Flexible - You can re-format hard disks for MAC, PC, Linux
Speed - Both read & write speeds are fast. No download times.
Secure - Lot's of audio/video suites cannot be connected to the Internet
for security and quality reasons. They need to be clean systems. Hard
drives can be virus screened before connection and then everything is
local.
Capacity - You really can store as much as you like
Connectivity - We can actually duplicate USB, IDE & SATA disks
Call 01264 335118 or Email info@handisc.co.uk

Why should you ALWAYS duplicate hard drives professionally?
There are a few ways to copy hard drives but there is only one way you should copy hard drives. We use professional
duplication equipment that duplicates "bit for bit". This is the only way you should duplicate hard disks as it will guarantee
the copy is exactly the same. If you copy using "drag and drop" in windows or a windows based program there is a risk of
the formatting changing and file corruption.

What hard drives can we copy?
IDE / SATA / USB 2.0 & USB 3.0 / 3.5" & 2.5" Internal & External / Solid State

Who uses our hard disk duplication service?
PC Builder - If you need lots of PC's with the same data on each hard disk then prepare a master hard drive and then have
it copied. Once you fit the copied hard drives you would just need to activate / register any software to make it unique to
that PC and you're done
Audio / Video Catalogue or Databases - Due to the file size and need to update these means that supplying on hard drive
is convenient and relatively low cost. Lots of editing suites don't have internet access due to virus and security issues so
connecting a external USB hard disk solves these issues.
Anyone with large amounts of data - If you need to move, backup or duplicate large amounts of data then hard drives are
a great option. More cost effective than Blu-Ray or Dual Layer DVD and more accessible
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